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capable of being touched by non-American diplomacy. The prestige of the
League has increased as a result of this achievement, especially as the U. S. A.
has acquiesced in these proceedings. The next important event of the highest
significance to the League of Nations ideal is the Kellogg Fact Although
owing to a change of Party in Power, America refused to join the League of
Nations, a creation of the Democratic President Wilson's, she realised that the
League ideal has come to stay. The Kellogg Pact is a clumsy and almost hy-
pocritical homage to that ideal and a spurious imitation of some of the provisions
of the League Covenant. After this, let no one 'discount the permanent influence
in international affairs of the League of Nations. It is yet too soon to say whether
the sanctions are adequate to the successful carrying out of the decisions of the
League. But this is necessarily of slow development, considering the novelty of
this institution, and the departure it marks from the traditional methods of
settling disputes and of healing economic ills.
Already the non-participation of America in the League is a serious
disadvantage both to America and to the League. It is an irony that President
Wilson, one of the greatest of the world's benefactors, who started the League
on its career, should have encountered such extreme opposition to the League's
idea from his own countrymen. It only shows that America erred in choosing
for her President a prophet and a philosopher far in advance of her ideals ;
but the world gained by America's error. The League of Nations has come
to stay. It is a privilege to belong to this sacred institution if we might do so as
equals and not as mere licensees as we are to-day. While thus we resuscitate
ourselves as equals of the other nations of the world, we shall not only take
upon ourselves those difficult duties which a civilised people owe their less
fortunate brethren, we shall also be in an eminent position to make phenomenal
internal progress.
ADVANTAGES OF  LEAGUE'S INTERVENTION.
The appropriateness of inviting so distinguished a body to take
notice of the Indian question appears to me to be obvious. It is impossible to
conceive of a fairer arbitrator between nations. It is impossible also to think of
a more efficient agency to advise in the readjustment if not the reconstruction
of the country's political and economic policy, The variety of experience and
talent available through the League's agencies is unavailable through any other
source. In this respect also its history for the short period of ten years
fills me with hope. It has averted national bankruptcies, it has revived trade
and prosperity among paralysed communities. Austria and Hungry would not be
on the map of Europe but for the timely assistance of the League of Nations.
THE CRISIS IN INDIA
We in India have new reached a supreme crisis. I have always
stressed, and I am not tired of doing so now, that the persistent decrease of
our average age and of our physical stamina to resist disease are unmistakable
indications of this crisis. The causes of the decrease are attributed by our thinkers
and leaders, among other reasons, to various social factors. But it appears as
though the main reason for our present state is not fully appreciated. That
reason is the growing poverty of our people as a result of a wilful pursuit
of an anti-national financial policy. We ought, therefore, to invite the 'League
of Nations to assist us in conceiving and applying sound national financial policy.
China of Asiatic Governments is the most recent instance of a country emerging
from anarchy utilising the expert assistance of the League in setting her
financial affairs in order.
PROBLEM OF THE NATIVE STATES
There is then the problem of the Indian Native states. I have been of
opinion that the relations between British India and the Indian States must be
governed by principles of International Law. Substantial questions relating to
fiscal and political policy have been raised : and it is clear that the Butler
Committee has failed to satisfy the parties concerned. These are questions
eminently within the province of the League, an<} I even think that in the present

